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Step into the realm of unparalleled
nightlife experiences and captivating
performances with NexxxLevel, Inc.!
Elevating your entertainment game, our
innovative app is now up for grabs on
the Apple App Store and Google Play.
Here’s a sneak peek at the exciting new
features joining our 2024 relaunch
lineup!
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Exotic dancer 

Club memberships 

Event Planner

Entertainer/Hostee

Local bulletin board 

Private Invites  

67 Tictket sell/purchase 



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Welcome to NexxxLevel, Inc., the leading destination for cutting-edge nightlife
experiences, events, and mesmerizing performances. Our innovative app is now
available for download on both the Apple App Store and Google Play.

Introducing Nexxx Level, the ultimate platform for enhancing your party experience.
Discover the latest tips, tools, and tricks to elevate your entertainment, optimize
nightclub ambiance, and empower event planners to reach new levels of success.
Join us now and take your party game to the next level with Nexxx Level!

The following are the platform features of the upcoming 2024 relaunch. We will
provide a comprehensive breakdown of these features to help you comprehend the

resources and opportunities we offer to the public.



EXPLORE YOUR OPPORTUNITY AND JOIN NEXXX LEVEL,INC 
EXOTIC DANCERS RUN THE NIGHTLIFE

Exotic Dancer
 Welcome to Nexxx Level, Inc.!

Join us and immerse yourself in a world of incredible talent featuring sexy, captivating, and globally diverse
dancers! Elevate your party or event by booking a dancer who will truly take your experience to the next level.
Our platform offers seamless options to make this process effortlessly enjoyable.

You have the power to choose: either take the reins and book your preferred dancer directly or sit back and let
our event planners craft the perfect entertainment for you. Worried about last-minute surprises? Fear not!
We've got backup options in place to ensure your event's success, even in the face of unforeseen cancellations.

But wait, there's more! Our platform isn't just about booking talent; we're here to help you promote, invite
guests, and even sell tickets for your event. It's a one-stop-shop to make your occasion unforgettable!

Come on board and let's make your event an extraordinary affair together!



ENTERTAINERENTERTAINERHostess
Welcome to the Entertainer/Host feature – your ultimate gateway to an electrifying world of
nightlife entertainment!

Get ready to immerse yourself in a smorgasbord of options: from sizzling musical artists to
magnetic DJs, sultry video vixens, and a whole array of captivating performers, we've got it
all covered! At Nexxx Level, Inc., if you can dream it, you can become it by creating your
profile and getting booked for your next epic gig.

We're not just about any kind of entertainment; we're about YOUR kind of entertainment!
Whether it's setting the dance floor on fire with beats that never quit or creating a
mesmerizing visual experience, our platform is your playground to showcase your talents and
get noticed.

Join our vibrant community and unleash your unique brand of entertainment magic. Dive into
an exhilarating journey where your talents are celebrated, appreciated, and where every
performance is a step closer to becoming a nightlife sensation!

So, what are you waiting for? Let's turn your passion into a spotlight-stealing performance
that keeps the party alive all night long!

Entertainer 

Dj

Video vixen

Host



MEMBERSHIPSMEMBERSHIPS
NightClub 

 Experience the nightlife revolution with Nexxx Level, Inc.'s exclusive Night Club Memberships! 🌟  Get ready to
shake up your nights with an official pass to the ultimate club-hopping extravaganza!

We're introducing not one, but two incredible membership options on our platform: State and National
Memberships. Picture this: no more waiting in line or shelling out entry fees! With these memberships, our
esteemed members gain seamless access to partnered club locations. It's your golden ticket to move between
multiple clubs in one city or area without the hassle—just flash your valid membership and step into the scene.

Imagine the freedom! With the State Membership, unlock all the hottest spots within your state. But hold onto
your hats because our National Membership takes it up a notch, granting you access to an electrifying array of
clubs across all 50 states. It's the ultimate club-hopping reality brought to life!

Join us as we redefine the nightlife experience, offering convenience, excitement, and a passport to the most
exclusive club scenes nationwide. Don't miss out on this game-changing opportunity to party without boundaries!
Get your membership now and let the club-hopping adventures begin! 🎉🌃

N
o entry lines

No entry fees
Multiple locations 



LOCAL BULLETIN BOARDLOCAL BULLETIN BOARD
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 Welcome to Nexxx Level, Inc.'s Local Bulletin Board, a purpose-built platform
meticulously designed for event planners and users seeking seamless and effective
event advertising.

Our bulletin board feature serves as the ultimate hub for promoting a diverse
spectrum of local events. Whether it's the hottest local parties, intimate kickbacks,
pulsating concerts, dazzling shows, or the trendiest nightclubs and lounges in your
area, Nexxx Level, Inc. stands ready to keep you updated on all the buzzing
happenings.

Nexxx level,Inc entertainers and our esteemed company event planners benefit
from a complimentary yet limited allocation of bulletin posts each month. This
resource empowers them to showcase their expertise, talents, and upcoming
events to our engaged community, ensuring maximum visibility and reach for their
endeavors.

Our commitment extends beyond just providing a platform; we aim to create an
ecosystem that fosters excitement and connection within local communities. By
leveraging our bulletin board feature, users and event planners alike can tap into a
streamlined avenue for promoting their events, driving attendance, and enhancing
the vibrancy of local entertainment scenes.

Join us at Nexxx Level, Inc. and let your local events shine! Explore the possibilities,
share your creativity, and stay informed about the pulse of your community—all
through our dedicated Local Bulletin Board.



EVENTEVENTPlanner

As an event planner utilizing our platform, you gain access to an array of tools and
features designed to streamline your event preparations, whether they're on a
national or local scale. Upon acquiring your event planner profile, a plethora of
options becomes available to you. Once your profile is active, you have the
opportunity to apply for a position as a Nexxx Level, Inc. company event planner on a
local basis. This role allows you to handle our direct client events independently while
simultaneously collaborating with us through the Nexxx Level, Inc. platform. It’s a dual
opportunity that offers you the flexibility to work autonomously and be an integral
part of our team, providing a seamless experience for both you and our clients.
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Contact us for more info:
Facebook-nxl level 

instagram-n3xlevel.inc



EventEventEvent
ticketsticketstickets

The Event Ticket feature is a dynamic offering open to individuals and
organizations hosting legitimate events. Each event undergoes a thorough
evaluation by our specialized event department before being approved and made
available on our platform. We welcome a diverse array of events that align with
our company's core beliefs and principles.

Moreover, to bolster event promotion, we extend the option of a local bulletin slot,
ensuring heightened visibility for your event. The application for ticket sales on our
platform is complimentary, yet a small percentage fee per ticket purchase will be
applied, ensuring sustained support for our platform’s operations.

Whether you’re seeking to sell tickets or planning to attend, we invite you to join us
and experience our commitment to your comfort and satisfaction. At Nexxx Level,
Inc., we prioritize quality service and transparency. Should you require further
clarification or have inquiries about this feature, we encourage you to reach out to
us. We’re dedicated to providing clarity and support, ensuring a seamless
experience for all involved.
 

Contact us for more info:
Facebook-nxl level 

instagram-n3xlevel.inc



P R I V I T EP R I V I T E
I N V I T E SI N V I T E S

Contact us for more info:
Facebook-nxl level 

instagram-n3xlevel.inc

The Private Invites feature is a thrilling addition here at NEXXX LEVEL, Inc. We
recognize the importance of curating specific guest lists for your events, and that’s
why we’ve introduced our Private Invites feature – your ticket to instant event
invitations. This feature serves two primary purposes:

Firstly, there are Private Invites, offering a select group of individuals exclusive
invitations either personally handed out or delivered digitally.

Secondly, the Special Guest List, compiling recipients of these private invitations,
ensuring a curated list for your event.

We encourage you to harness the power of this feature, leveraging it to streamline your
event management process. Easily invite your distinguished guests, granting them
seamless entry with the aid of our special guest list incorporated within our entry
security protocols. Say goodbye to tedious guest list hassles and welcome an efficient,
time-saving solution for your event organization needs.

 



CONTACTCONTACTUs

NEXXX LEVEL,INC

Nexxxlevel.com App Store & Google Play Store  

Instagram: n3xlevel.inc

Email: nexxxmember@gmail.com

Facebook: nxl level

Phone: 229-262-0584 


